Introduction
Traditionally, Fourier transforms have been utilized for signal analysis and reconstruction.
But although it is straightforward to reconstruct a signal from its Fourier transform, no local description of the signal is included in its Fourier representation, as shown in equation (1): Figure 1 . (0) Start from the image Io, level 0 of the multi-resolution sequence (k=0).
Multi-Resolution Wavelet Decomposition
(1) High-Pass and low-pass filtering of image rows at level k. Wavelet reconstruction is obtained by a similar reverse process,which is graphically describedin Figure2, whereL* andH* areconjugatefilters associated to the previouslydefined filters, L andH. 
The Fine-Grain SIMD Implementations
On the MasPar MP-2, two algorithms were used, referred to as systolic and systolic with dilution; see [9,10] for details. Both of them store the filter in the control unit and broadcast the 14 filter elementsfrom last to first. After eachbroadcast,the algorithm requiresone multiply and accumulate, followed by shifting the partial result to the left. The algorithmrepeatsthis stepfor as many times as the sizeof the filter with partial resultsbeing accumulatedand built up in a systolic fashion. By the last step,each(logical) processorendsup with one pixel result. The difference betweenthe two algorithms is in the way decimation is handled.In the systolic algorithm,decimationis accomplished usingthe globalrouter.In the dilution algorithm, the filter is diluted or stretchedto bealignedwith the relevantpixels,thusavoidingthe useof the MasPar globalrouter.
When the imagedatais largerthanthe numberof the PE's in the machine,a "virtualization" of the PE array hasto bedefined.Two virtualizationmethodswereconsidered,"cut andstack"
and hierarchical.The hierarchicalgave the best resultssinceit improvesdata locality for the underlyingcomputations[9]. In the "cut andstack" virtualizationscheme, the image is cut into squares corresponding to the sizeof the basicparallel array.For example,if the sizeof the image is 512x512, we need to stack sixteen layers of image data in the 128x128 parallel array. The hierarchical virtualization divides up the image into sub-images and allocates each sub-image to a different physical processor. The MasPar systolic algorithm was shown to be processor optimal
[10].
The Coarse-Grain

MIMD Implementations
Reducing the number of transactions was done by distributing stripes of the image rather than The implementations on the Cray T3D, the HP/Convex SPP-1000, and the Hrothgar machines also used a striped approach to minimize the number of communications transaction.
Reducingthe numberof communications transactions workedbetterfor the usedpracticalfilter (guardzone)sizes. This is dueto the wormholerouting which amortizesthe initial latencycost over largermessages dueto its pipelinedoperation. The snake-likedatadistribution on the other handdoesnot createtheseconflicts and limit communicationto a distanceof one,thuscreatingthe opportunityfor relatively betterscalability.
Experimental Results
Wavelet
TheParagonin general,however,showsmodest scalability.Communicationcost,speciallyhigh latency,was observedfrom the measurements to be the limiting factor still. This can be also noted from figures 5 and 6. With the increasein communicationsrequirements,due to the increasein the levels,of decomposition, the speedup curvecontinuesto drop, with the worst case observedat4 levels. 
